### TEAM MINNESOTA 2019

**JUNIOR PAPER**

- "Soaring Above Tragedy: The Triumph of the Environmental Movement in Bald Eagle Conservation" Emmett Whinnery (Highland Catholic School, St. Paul)
- "Something You Must Forever Carry: Cambodian Refugees' Trauma and Survival" Khayaal Desai-Hunt (Barton Open School, Minneapolis)

**JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARY**

- "Alexander Hamilton: The Triumph and Tragedy of the U.S. Financial System" Abigail Peters (Roseville Area Middle School)
- "Turning the Tide: Glen Lake Sanatorium's Crusade to Conquer Tuberculosis" Sasha Allen (Central Middle School, Eden Prairie)

**JUNIOR GROUP DOCUMENTARY**

- "The Triumph of Women's Birth Control: Griswold v. Connecticut" Emily Brenner (Murray Middle School, St. Paul)
- "Missing Siblings of China: The One Child Policy" Tara Thomsen, Ricardo Wang-Polendo (Parkview Center School, Roseville)

**JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT**

- "The Triumph of Women's Birth Control: Griswold v. Connecticut" Emily Brenner (Murray Middle School, St. Paul)
- "Shostakovitch and the Siege of Leningrad" Annika Veurink (Avail Academy, Edina)*

**JUNIOR GROUP EXHIBIT**

- "The Triumph of Mandatory Football Helmets Led to Tragic Brain Injuries in Players" Chase Baumgarten, Colin McShane (Stella Maris Academy - St. John's Campus, Duluth)
- "The Challenger Space Shuttle Disaster" Amanda Montgomery, Annika Schroeder (Sunrise Park Middle School, White Bear Lake)

**JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE**

- "The 26th Amendment: A Triumphant Alliance" Kevin Torstenson (Murray Middle School, St. Paul)
- "Amelia Earhart a Triumph in Female Aviation" Sydney McGrath, Aviva Fisher (Anwatin Middle School, Minneapolis)

**JUNIOR GROUP PERFORMANCE**

- "The Triumph of Making AIDS History" Julia Pletcher, Ellery Tennon (Murray Middle School, St. Paul)
- "Torches of Freedom: A Triumph for Cigarette Advertising" Sam Kellar-Long, Mae Wrigley (Open World Learning Community, St. Paul)

**JUNIOR INDIVIDUAL WEBSITE**

- "Frances Kelsey's Triumph Over Thalidomide" Phoebe Finlay (Murray Middle School, St. Paul)
- "Stomaching America: Tragedies and Triumphs of "The Jungle"" Abigail Peterson (North Lakes Academy, Forest Lake)

**JUNIOR GROUP WEBSITE**

- "Reserve Mining Company v. United States: A Triumph for Environmental Policy" Alice Wagner-Hemstad, Kai Sackreiter (Murray Middle School, St. Paul)
- "Stomaching America: The Demilitarization of Japan" Grace Philippin, Sam Skinner (Central High School, St. Paul)

**SENIOR PAPER**

- "Shadows of Hiroshima and Nagasaki" Norah Austin (South High School, St. Paul)*
- "When Contraceptive Becomes Cosmetic: The Tragedy of American Douching" Anna Rakhmanov (Upper Mississippi Academy, St. Paul)

**SENIOR INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARY**

- "Apollo 1: Tragedy Behind Apollo 11's Triumph" Jackson Fawcett (Avalon School, St. Paul)
- "Comfort Women: The Tragedy of Japan's Sexual Slavery" An Nguyen-Trinh (DeLaSalle High School, Minneapolis)

**SENIOR GROUP DOCUMENTARY**

- "Dr. Martha Ripley and Maternity Hospital" Tess Grundhoefer, Bryn Farmer, Eynal Olmstead (Highland Park Senior High School, St. Paul)
- "Pressure to Launch: How the Challenger Tragedy Led to a Triumph in Space Partnership" Neil Grube, Kathleen Grube (Roosevelt High School, Minneapolis)

**SENIOR INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT**

- "The White Rose: "We Will Not Be Silent"" Lily Johnson (Marshall School, Duluth)
- "The Cod Wars: How Fish Can Make Impact; The Tragedy of Britain Overfishing in Iceland and the Resulting Triumph of the Law of the Sea" Megan Schneider (North Lakes Academy, Forest Lake)

**SENIOR GROUP EXHIBIT**

- "A Revolution is Not a Dinner Party" Annabelle Niblett, Gwen McMahon (South High School, Minneapolis)
- "The Final Frontier: The Tragedies and Triumphs During the Cold War in Space" Hannah Jensen, Jaedyn Thoma (North Lakes Academy, Forest Lake)

**SENIOR INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE**

- "Jean-Eugene Robert-Houdin: How a Conjuror Suppressed a Revolution" Calvin Mattson (DeLaSalle High School, Minneapolis)
- "Mississippi Freedom Summer" Tana Osofski, Aaron Ramsey (St. Paul Academy, Como High School St. Paul)

**SENIOR GROUP PERFORMANCE**

- "The Battle of the Bulge: A Triumph Won through Tragedy" David Povolny (North Lakes Academy, Forest Lake)
- "The Risks of Freedom: The Triumph and Tragedy of Civil Liberties in Skokie" Ella Hoch Robinson South High School, Minneapolis)

**SENIOR INDIVIDUAL WEBSITE**

- "Stomaching America: Tragedies and Triumphs of "The Jungle"" Abigail Peterson (North Lakes Academy, Forest Lake)
- "The Risks of Freedom: The Triumph and Tragedy of Civil Liberties in Skokie" Ella Hoch Robinson South High School, Minneapolis)

**SENIOR GROUP WEBSITE**

- "Finding Honor in Defeat: The Demilitarization of Smallpox" Gus LaFave, Sofia Fish, Azalea Rohr (South High School, Minneapolis)
- "Cooperation in a Divided World: The Global Eradication of Smallpox" Gus LaFave, Sofia Fish, Azalea Rohr (South High School, Minneapolis)

*Indicates a an Alternate entry attending nationals